AIRPORTS and AIR TRAVEL

Question: When was the last time you travelled by plane? Where did you go?

● Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.

1. A __________________ is a person who can serve food and drinks to people on an airplane.

2. Remember to show your __________________ when you board an airplane.

3. If you don’t want to spend a lot of money when you fly, you should buy an __________________ ticket.

4. When will our plane begin to fly or ________________?

5. A __________________ ticket costs the most money.

6. The person who flies a plane is a ____________________.

7. You should always ____________________ one or two hours before your airplane takes off.

8. If you are travelling on an airplane, but you are not the pilot, then you are a ____________________.

9. If you have ________________ then you feel very tired.

10. I like ________________ s more than aisle seats because I can see outside the plane.

11. I don’t like to carry too much ________________ when I travel.

12. I always feel great when we arrive and the plane ____________________ s.


14. ____________________ costs more than economy.

15. Our airplane leaves from ____________________ A19. Let’s hurry!

A aisle seat n.
B baggage n.
C boarding pass n.
D business class n.
E check in v.
F economy class n.
G first class n.
H flight attendant n.
I gate number n.
J jet lag n.
K land v.
L passenger n.
M pilot n.
N take off n., v.
O window seat n.
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## WORD BANK

**Aim**  Supplementary vocabulary building  
**Level**  Intermediate  
**Time**  Approximately 15 – 20 minutes

### ANSWER KEY

1. **flight attendant**  
2. **boarding pass**  
3. **economy class**  
4. **take off**  
5. **first class**  
6. **pilot**  
7. **check in**  
8. **passenger**  
9. **jet lag**  
10. **window seats**  
11. **baggage**  
12. **lands**  
13. **aisle seat**  
14. **Business class**  
15. **gate number**

This worksheet is now on YouTube!

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ycLRVXm9hI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ycLRVXm9hI)
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